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We help businesses thrive by using cloud services, and we love every minute of doing it.  From Microsoft 

Office to Sage, Email to CRM, we provide anything you use on your PC, but hosted in the cloud. Why will 

that help your business?  Well, put simply, you’ll be able to work faster smarter, and more securely.

Save your business money

Expensive IT costs like server hardware, software, staff and energy bills… gone. Instead, all the tools you 

need to run your business, priced per user, for a flexible and affordable monthly payment.

Run your business anywhere

The freedom to work anywhere, at any time, giving you complete flexibility and control.

‘Power up’ your business

Add new software like finance or CRM as your business needs it, at the drop of a hat.

Scale your business

Easily add and remove users as your business grows.  We’ll look after all the techy stuff so new starters 

can get to work straight away and work effectively, all the time. 

Protect your business

We’ll make sure all your vital business data and infrastructure is 100% safe and secure.

Support your business

Our technicians are fully accredited and always on hand to keep your IT running smoothly.

We started in 2011 and it’s been an epic ride ever since. Collectively, we’ve spent over 50 years in the 

cloud technology trenches, crafting our skills and perfecting our knowledge.  When it comes to cloud 

technology we know our stuff and we’re not afraid to shout it from the roof tops.  

Our mantra here at Green Cloud can be summed up in 3 simple words: rapid, reliable and secure. This 

dedicated focus is what makes us get out of bed in the morning but what does it mean for you?

Rapid

Our cloud environment is fast as lightening because we use the best high performance enterprise grade 

hardware. You’ll find your new service faster than your old network, we’re sure of it. But it’s not just our 

technology that’s speedy, it’s also our UK based support too and it’s available to you 24/7, 365 days a 

year, with a 2 hour SLA on support tickets.

Reliable

Your cloud services will be managed across multiple servers and multiple locations, so you’ll never need to 

worry about IT issues slowing you down again. We offer a 99.99% uptime availability on all our services.

Who are Green Cloud Hosting
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Secure

We’ll put an end to the constant worry of data security.  We use the same awesome hardware and 

super secure encryption used for secure payments and online banking.  On top of that we use 

uncompromising antivirus and enterprise grade firewalls so you can sleep in the knowledge that  

you’re completely protected.

In Green Cloud We Trust

It’s this mantra which has meant we’re trusted by some mightily exciting businesses and organisations. 

From fast growing SMEs such as Catapult Digital, big companies like NBC Universal, Mazda and ProZone, 

to public sector organisations including the NHS, Bury Council and the Crown Commercial Service.

Hosted Desktop

Hosted desktop is often referred to as remote desktop infrastructure, cloud, remote or virtual desktop, 

but it’s all essentially the same thing.  Hosted desktop is an amazing tool that helps businesses work 

faster and smarter. All your data and applications will be stored in a central location so as long as you 

have a reliable internet connection, meaning before you will be able to access it anywhere, anytime and 

on any device.   

Here’s more about how hosted desktop could transform your business.

Watch your productivity go through the roof

• Your desktop, or that of your employees is always available whenever you need it and however you want 

to access it.  This includes all your vital tools including email, Microsoft apps and other technology.

• The possibilities for remote working are endless.  You can offer your team the chance to work from 

home or on the road with no impact on the day to day running of your business.

Sleep easy, knowing your data is 100% secure

• We use the same awesome hardware and super secure encryption used for secure payments and 

online banking.  On top of that we use uncompromising antivirus and enterprise grade firewalls so you 

can sleep in the knowledge that you’re completely protected.

• Stored in our highly secure UK data centres, your data will be backed up regularly and in numerous 

locations so it’s always accessible and easily retrievable should you ever accidentally delete anything.

• Your data and applications will be managed across multiple servers for peak performance which 

means we can offer you a 99.9% uptime availability.

Save up to 50% over 3 years

• With Hosted Desktop you won’t need to shell out on expensive software or server hardware.  Plus, 

you’ll avoid the expensive running costs of a server.

• Pay for what you need, when you need it.  You won’t be tied in to long inflexible contracts.

Completely scalable as your business needs change

• Grow or decrease your IT requirements in line with your business. With Hosted Desktop you can add 

or remove users quickly and easily and add more applications as your business needs change.

Our Services



Get in Touch

Tel  
0800 019 3878

Email  
sales@greencloudhosting.co.uk

Address 
Green Cloud Hosting Limited 
The Offices,  
Barton Arcade,  
Deansgate,  
Manchester  
M3 2BH 

Company registration number 7742675  
VAT Number 119325032
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